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Exercise 1

In this exercise you will create a MyBrownianMotion class, which represents several samples of a ge-
neral standard n-dimensional Brownian motion, in a structured OOP way, using as a model the
BrownianMotion class from the net.finmath library. Following are some guidelines for the creation
of the class, but feel free to use your own patterns, as long as your implementation follows the OOP
principles (encapsulation, polymorphism, creating reusable structures, and so on).

(a) The class should have:

• a field times of net.finmath.time.TimeDiscretizationFromArray type, holding the time
instants at which the Brownian Motion is simulated;

• two int fields numberOfPaths and numberOfFactors giving respectively the number of paths
to be simulated and the dimension of the Bronwian Motion to be simulated;

• a brownianIncrements double[][][] 3-dimensional array of normal increments whose di-
mensions represent the number of paths generated, the number of time instants, and the
dimension of the Brownian motion;

• a brownianPath double[][][] holding the time evolution of the Brownian Motion for each
path, time instant and dimension.

(b) brownianIncrements double[][][] should be filled by a method
generateBrownianMotion(Generator generator) which loops on the number of Brownian
dimensions, number of times, and number of paths. Here generator is an enum Generator type
whose values INV, AR, BM, BMAR allow the selection of the four standard normal random
generators that have been discussed in the lectures/exercises so far: the normal inversion samp-
ling, the acceptance-rejection method for a normal variate, the Box-Müller algorithm, and the
acceptance-rejection variation of the Box-Müller algorithm. In the inner loop select the correct
random number generator according to the value of the enum generator (you may use a switch
statement for this) and generate in this way a realisation of a standard normal random variable.

(c) Remember: the variance of the normal variables standing for the Brownian increments should be
equal to ∆ti for i scanning the whole time discretisation times. So you should first extract the
increments from the time discretisation field times by using the appropriate method, and then fill
an array variances whose entries will be multiplied by the simulated realisations of the standard
normal random variables in the inner loop.

(d) Try to wrap your brownianIncrements double[][][] field into an object
of type net.finamth.stochastic.RandomVariableFromDoubleArray[][]. Each
RandomVariableFromDoubleArray entry represents a vector of realisations of the path in-
crements, for a given time instant and Brownian motion factor. The added value in this embedding
in this is that RandomVariableFromDoubleArray has many method already implemented which
in future will allow you to perform simultaneous operations on different paths. Hint: you should
call the constructor RandomVariableFromDoubleArray(double time, double[] realisations)

(look at the net.finamth.stochastic.RandomVariableFromDoubleArray class of the finmath
library).

(e) Remember to also add any setter and getter you think you might need.

Exercise 2

Perform the following checks using your MyBrownianMotion class:

(a) for a given simulation horizon and time step, show that W i
t and W j

t are independent for i 6= j;



(b) for t, s > 0 prove first analytically, and then using an object of the class that

E [WtWs] = min{s, t};

(c) using the same object as in (b), verify numerically that

∫ t

0
WsdWs =

W 2
t − t

2
(1)

by using the Brownian Integral approximation
∫ t
0 WsdWs ≈

∑n
i=0Wti∆Wti .


